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Interko launches
Containerised
Ripening Room
Mobile, space-saving system is the result
of five years of research and development in partnership with Fyffes
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in what it describes as “a proven turnkey
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The solution works by constructing a
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“Now, after working with Fyffes for the
The container can be used to ripen fruits

past five years, we have tested and refined
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Room is another example of our continued
drive for innovation.”
Measuring 2.6m x 12m, the ripening room
can hold 20 full-sized pallets each stacked
with up to nine cartons of fruit.
The system has been designed with energy
efficiency in mind, and features a bespoke
fan design. A gas-tight, high-speed roll
door can also be provided for ease of
access. The container is supplied with a
small control room.
Maat explained: “The advantage of having
a smaller space is the reduced volume of
free air that is contained within the room,
which allows for more direct control over
the ripening process, compared with a
standard ripening room. The operator
relies on the sensors and control system,
rather than walking
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development of the fruit.
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because operators must follow a stringent
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